Overview of Services
Profit Recovery Solutions (PRS) provides Transaction Analysis & Recovery
Solutions which deliver our clients significant profit and cash flow improvements
within short timescales, together with process and system changes to ensure
sustainability into the medium term, all covered by our no results, no fee guarantee.
For over 35 years profit recovery firms have consistently identified human and system
errors that account for up to 0.1% of turnover. This rate of leakage or lost profit may
seem high and you may feel it would not be at this level in your business, this is why
PRS has developed our unique 3 stage approach to profit recovery auditing which
starts with our systems “Health Check”.
During the initial period (which may last up to 3 months) we conduct a detailed
supplier review and then present a report of recoveries made to date, together with
identifying the areas of weakness that most affect the business. This enables you to
make an informed decision on the value of extending the recovery audit further into
these areas of concern.
PRS help our clients improve their financial strength by highlighting those areas
where errors have been made in the past, following this up with detailed reports and
helping to prevent future losses through best practice recommendations on systems
and processes. Our approach delivers both immediate results and ensures continuing
bottom line performance improvements into the future.
We adopt a market leading approach to resourcing, combining the most experienced
auditors alongside powerful and flexible analytical technology which offers the option
to work offsite for most stages of the audit where required. However, we work closely
and seamlessly with client staff, following disciplined project management and
reporting with regular client visits to discuss findings and to ensure we build a true
partnership relationship.
Our company philosophy is:
Our work is entirely contingent on success, i.e. no recovery, no fee
We perform all the work, but you, the client, retain control with complete visibility
The security and confidentiality of our clients’ data together with the sensitivity of
existing relationships are paramount at all times
Our team's business experience and recovery specialisms add value way beyond
pure cash recovery
To realise your lost profits, call or email us for a no obligation discussion.
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PRS unique 3 stage audit
Stage 1
Health Check

Stage 2
Data Download

Stage 3
Full Client System Audit

Detailed supplier review
which takes up to 3 months
and usually results in
immediate recoveries and
highlights areas of potential
weakness

A full financial data
download is obtained,
processed and analysed
using our range of analytical
software with AP recoveries
starting in 6–8 weeks

The final stage involves an in-depth
and hands-on exploration into the
client’s own accounting system to
achieve the maximum level of
recoveries from all areas of the
business

Duplicate payments
Pricing
Promotional activities
Short deliveries and
returns

Duplicate or incorrect
payments
VAT errors
Settlement discounts

All stage 1&2 recovery types
Property
Terms and contract compliance
Expenses and sales ledger
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